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Cyclists of All Levels Welcome

We welcome cyclists of all levels as we offer 

alternative routes on many days. Advanced cyclists 

can tackle some extra climbs including the Monte 

Grappo claimed to be one of the hardest climbs in 

Europe and the challenging Gavia, whilst the rest of 

our group continue with the standard route.  

The Route in Summary

Departing from Dublin on Sunday 26th June, we 

travel to our hotel in Bassano del Grappa. The town 

is situated at the point where the flat Veneto plains 

reach the hills leading up to the Alps; it takes its 

name from the nearby Monte Grappa. The next 

morning, we will begin the first of five days cycling. 

We will leave Bassano del Grappa and begin our 

cycle along the river Brenta, stopping off in the 

easy-going city of Trento with the option of taking 

on Monte Grappo. For the cyclist it offers nine 

different possible routes to the summit with a variety 

of scenery. Gradually the route climbs its way against 

the flow of the river and the mountains close in as 

we arrive at the small town of Prato and the foot of 

the mighty Stelvio pass.

Get on your bike and join us as we pedal across Northern Italy. 
You’ll be part of our biggest annual event and will explore the 
beautiful nature reserves, mountainous backdrops and rolling 
green hills of Northern Italy all with expert guidance and support.   

Cycle Challenge 

On the other side of the Stelvio is the town of Sondrio, 

named the Alpine town of the year in 2007, and 

famous for the nearby vineyards where many of the best 

Italian wines are made. 

On day 7 we return to Dublin with a short transfer to 

Milan airport.

The Challenge 

You will be cycling over 550km (excl optional climbs 

and routes) over five days, whilst raising vital funds for 

Irish Hospice Foundation.  

We enlist the help of the fantastic team at Cycling 

Safaris to plan our route and hotels, guide our groups, 

transport luggage and look after our cyclists for the 

duration of the trip.   

Irish Hospice Foundation has worked with Cycling 

Safaris on every cycle challenge since the first one in 

2009.  We are delighted that they are back with us.   

Kingspan have supported all our cycle challenge events. 

We are grateful for their amazing friendship over  

14 years, 2009-2022
Cycle 

Challenge 2022

2022

Our cycle route starts in Bassano del Grappo and travels to the stunning scenery 
of Lake Como. We will take on the challenge of the mythical climbs nearby, passing 
through the city of Trento before ending up in the small town of Prato and the foot 
of the mighty Stelvio pass. Finally, we will cycle around the breathtaking quiet 
western shores of Lake Como.
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Itinerary

Cycle 
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DAY 1 - SUNDAY
Arrival in Bassano

Arrival by Aer Lingus Flight from 
Dublin to Milan Linate. We will take 
a coach transfer (2h 40) to Bassano 
del Grappo. It is a charming medieval 
town nestled on the river Brenta. A 
well-known and much photographed wooden bridge (Ponte 
Vechio) spans the river and there is much in the way of Palladian 
architecture to be seen. The town’s most famous export is the 
drink to which it gives its name, Grappa.

DAY 2 – MONDAY
Bassano to Trento 
(105kms/850m)

The river Brenta offers the perfect 
way to gently ride our way through 
the valley. All around are the towering 
mountains providing a wonderful 
backdrop. As the valley narrows to a gorge we pick up a dedicated 
bike lane that continues to follow the river passing through 
several nature reserves. Although climbing, the gradient is very 
low and the cycling is pretty easy and very scenic. Trento is a 
lovely easy-going city with much to admire as stone castles, 
renaissance fountains and medieval frescoes radiate out from the 
Piazza del Duomo. Apple Strudel and Beer Halls mingle with 
this Italian feel as the Austrian and Italian intermingle.

Option: Monte Grappo. Visible from as far away as Venice, 
this mountain dominates the Veneto much like Ventoux does 
Provence. It has a dark past from two World Wars and the 1st 
world war battle led to the name change to Bassano del Grappo 
to honour the thousands that died on the mountain. For the 
cyclist it offers nine different possible routes to the summit with 
a variety of scenery and a claim to be one of the hardest climbs in 
Europe. From Romano d’Ezzolino (the classic climb) it is 26.5km 
with an average gradient of 5.9%. Topping out at 1745m. An 
obligatory stop in Ponte San Lorenzo for a coffee is required to 
peruse the signed photos left by Bartali and Pantani. (Note SP148 
road).

DAY 3 - TUESDAY 
Trento to Prato Allo Stelvio 
(130km/1150m)

Much as yesterday, the days cycle will 
evolve around following a river, this 
time the Adige. It will also spend a 
large portion following a traffic free 
path, through more nature reserves 
as the mountains tower all around. The wonderful town of 
Bolzano makes a great place to stop. A city of beautiful Pastel 
coloured houses surrounded by green hills with a rich market of 
Alpine cheeses and cured hams. The city is an anomaly where 
the majority speak Italian in a predominantly German speaking 
region. Gradually the route climbs its way against the flow of the 
river and the mountains close in as we arrive at the small town of 
Prato and the foot of the mighty Stelvio pass.

DAY 4 – WEDNESDAY 
Prato to Bormio (50km/1808m)

Today the regular cycle is kept short as 
the colossal Passo Stelvio sits between 
Prato and Bormio. Arguably, the purest, 
most exhilarating, mountain playground 
accessible to a cyclist. The climb winds its 
way through 48 hairpin bends and is considered a manmade work 
of Asphalt art. Top Gear reckoned it to be the greatest road in the 
world. The climb is 24km long, averages 7.4% and tops out at a 
whopping 2,758m gaining 1808m. Having enjoyed the wonderful, 
varied and scenic descent you will arrive in Bormio a medieval 
old town that is both a spa and ski resort. Alternative Route: For 
those that do not wish to take on the Stelvio an alternative option 
will be made available which will bring you across the border in to 
Switzerland. Details TBC.

Option: The Gavia. This is often a showstopper in the Giro. 
La Gazzetta dello Sport has described the Gavia as a Nordic, 
Northern, Polar Journey. So be sure to wrap up well for this one. 
From Pont di Legno the climb is 17.3km long, averaging 7.9% 
but with many pitches of 15% and tons of switchbacks. It is also 
not much wider than a bike path. Having tackled the famous 
walls of snow, the reward is an incomparable 360 view from the 
massive 2621m summit.

DAY 5 – THURSDAY 
Bormio to Lake Como (Gravedona 
ed Uniti) (115kms/TBC)
The other side of the Stelvio now picks up 
a different river, this time the Adda. Again, 
there is a great bike path, but this time we 
ride with the flow of the river, so gradually lose height for most 
of the day (Bormio is still at nearly 1000m). The town of Sondrio 
was named the Alpine town of the year in 2007 and is famous 
for the nearby terraced vineyards where many of the best Italian 
wines are made. Eventually the river and the path will bring us to 
the shores of Lake Como. Here we cross a nature reserve and then 
ride along the shores for a few km to reach our accommodation.

Option: Passo del Mortirolo. This is not the longest or most 
beautiful of climbs. It is however known as a “leg burner”. An 
average gradient of 10.5% and a maximum of 18% topping out at 
1852m.

DAY 6 – FRIDAY
Edge of Lake Como (110km/1310m)

Having reached the lake today we will ride 
around the shores on the quieter west side. 
There are wonderful views at every turn and 
many picture-perfect lakeshore towns and 
villages as well as spectacular villas.

Option: Madonna del Ghisallo. The home to the museum of the 
cyclist at Madonna del Ghisallo, the patron saint of cycling. The 
climb to the chapel features regularly on the Tour of Lombardy 
and there is a wonderful collection of memorabilia for the 
aficionado to enjoy.

DAY 7 - SATURDAY - DEPARTURE
You will have the day to enjoy Lake Como. We will take a short 
transfer to Milan Malpensa Airport for the 18:55 flight back to 
Dublin.



The Participation Fee is €3,500

This fee can only be guaranteed for participants that register 

and pay their registration fee by Thursday 31th March 2022. 

This fee is split into two elements:

•	 Tour cost total €1,500 

•	 Fundraising €2,000

The tour cost of €1,500 must be paid as follows:

•	 Registration fee of €300 on  
sign-up.

•	 Balance of €1,200 due on or before 1st 
April. 

The fundraising of €2,000 must be paid as 
follows:

•	 First payment of €1,000 due on  
 31st May 2022.

•	 Second payment of €1,000 due on  
 1st July 2022.

How do I sign up?
Information Briefing
An information briefing will take place in 
April and all participating cyclists are welcome 
to join us. This is your opportunity to see us, 
the Cycling Safaris team as well as your fellow 
participants. 

We will talk you through aspects of the route 
and will answer any questions you might 
have about the trip. We’ll give you advice on 
equipment and training, what to bring on the 
trip (and what to leave at home!) and give 
you additional information to help with your 
fundraising. 

The session is intended to be a useful briefing 
to get you ready for your challenge and we 
strongly encourage you to join us. However, 
we’ll share all the presentations with everyone 
afterwards and will be happy to answer any 
questions you have about any aspect of the 
trip and your fundraising for Irish Hospice 
Foundation. 
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“I hope you will join this wonderful 
trip that raises important funds 
for such a worthy cause. I look 

forward to seeing old friends and 
making new ones as we travel 

across Northern Italy”  Paul Kimmage, 
journalist and former professional cyclist.
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If you want to move quickly and guarantee a place, this page 
contains all the essential information that you will need to know 
before signing up.

Helpful Facts

Securing Your Place

To secure your place you need to:

•	 Fill in and return the enclosed registration 
form by Thursday 31st March 2022.

•	 Pay your €300 non-refundable registration 
fee. You can do this using the form 
enclosed or on the IHF website.

•	 No arrangements will be made until the 
full Tour Cost of €1,500 is paid.

Registrations taken after 31st March 2022 may 
incur extra costs. This will be made clear to 
participants in advance of registration.

Sponsorship Targets & Deadlines

Total Participation Fee: €3,500

•	 Payment 1: Pay registration fee – €300.

•	 Payment 2: Pay balance of tour cost €1,200 
on or before 1st April 

•	 Payment 3: By 31st May €1,000 of your 
fundraising should be lodged to Irish 
Hospice Foundation

•	 Payment 4: By 1st July the remaining 
€1,000 of your fundraising should be 
lodged to Irish Hospice Foundation

Fundraising Support

Our team of professional fundraisers at Irish 
Hospice Foundation will provide you with 
fundraising support including:

•	 Access to fundraising materials and 
IHF merchandise. Including contactless 
payment solutions for bucket collections. 

•	 An online sponsorship account - friends, 
family and colleagues can sponsor you 
online through your own personalised web 
page on www.idonate.ie

•	 A direct phone number and email address 
for an IHF fundraiser

Fitness Levels

This cycle crosses the naturally undulating 
terrain of Northern Italy.  However, for the 
more experienced cyclists and those looking for 
a greater challenge, there are chances to tackle 
some hillier terrain.

It has to be recognised that strong legs and a 
good cardiovascular fitness are essential - you 
will be in the saddle for approximately 6 hours a 
day.

We can provide you with the following support 
to help you train:

•	 Professionally prepared training guide.

•	 An information session including a 
question-and-answer session with event 
staff.

Self-motivation and training beforehand are 

essential!
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Support Team

A support team of staff and vehicles will 
organise the ride and be responsible for:

•	 Mechanical support.

•	 First Aid support.

•	 Guiding the route.

•	 Organising water/snack and lunch stops.

Food & Accommodation

•	 Accommodation is provided for every 
night of the trip. It is shared twin rooms 
in a 3* or 4* hotel. Please indicate anyone 
that you would like to share a room with 
on your registration form. Single rooms are 
available for an additional fee. If you choose 
to stay on for the weekend in Italy, you 
will be responsible for organising your own 
accommodation and flights.

•	 Water/snack stops. At least 2 stops (one in 
the morning and one in the afternoon) will 
be organised on each day of cycling. Snack 
stops will consist of energy bars, fruit, and 
other snacks suitable for cyclists. If you 
have specific snacks you eat whilst cycling, 
we recommend you bring them along for 
yourself.

•	 Lunch. Lunch stops are organised to 
take place in cafes/pubs, consisting of 
sandwiches/baguettes. As we usually 
stop for brief lunch stops, it is not always 
practical to have a hot meal at them. Lunch 
is not provided on day 1 or 7.

•	 Dinner. On days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, dinner will 
be provided to the group either in a local 
restaurant or in the hotels.

•	 Special dietary requirements. We are only 
able to accommodate food allergies, specific 
diets (i.e. vegetarian, vegan) and/or religious 
or medical dietary requirements. Personal 
preferences cannot be accommodated. 
Please remember to give details on the 
medical questionnaire that you receive once 
you have registered.

Transport

Flight to Milan Linate 26th June and return 
flight from Milan Malpensa on 2nd July. For 
those staying on for extra nights you must make 
your own return flight arrangements.

Weather

Cycling at this time of year is usually pleasant 
and sunny, but you should come prepared for all 
weathers as the climate can change. Please bring 
warm and cold weather gear, waterproofs and 
sunscreen.

Bike Information

You will need to bring your own bike to Cycling 
Safaris in Dublin approximately 1 week in 
advance of the trip for it to be transported to 
Italy. 

Please ensure that it has been recently serviced. 
We will arrange for your bike to be transported 
safely back to Ireland where it will be available 
for collection from Cycling Safaris in Dublin

What Is Not Included

•	 Travel insurance – you will need to take 
out your own insurance for travel and 
participation.

•	 Bike insurance.

•	 Personal spending money.

•	 Lunch on Day 1.

•	 Lunch and dinner on Day 7. 
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Cycle for Care 

Our Nurses for Night Care service 
provides care to people in their own homes 
at end of life in every county in Ireland.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic 
nurses have been working through the 
night to support more people than ever to 
spend their final days at home in their own 
bed, with their families at their side.

•	 Nurses for Night Care brings hospice 
care and principles to adults, children 
and families where and when they 
are needed. We run this service in 
partnership with the Irish Cancer 
Society.

•	 The care and reassurance the nurses 
provide throughout the night to a loved 
one, in their own home is immeasurable 
for the person and their family.

Cyclists who raised funds for us over the years 
have played a major role in supporting the 
care we can offer. Your week in the saddle will 
mean precious nights of nursing at home for 
those using our Nurses for Night Care. You 
really are helping us make a difference. 

Help provide final care and 
peace of mind, support Nurses 
for Night Care
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Pedal Power - The difference you can make.

In 2020, 2,434 nights 
of nursing care were 
delivered to 817 people 
across Ireland at a cost  

of €820,425.

Demand for Nurses 
for Night Care has 
doubled over the past five 
years and continues to grow.
We estimate that over €900,000 is 
needed to fund the service in 2022.
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Irish Hospice Foundation Cycle Challenge 26th June – 
2nd July 2022 (the “Event”)
1.  Each person taking part in the Event (a “Participant” or 

“you” or “your”) is acting as a volunteer for Irish Hospice 
Foundation and is responsible for and obtaining all 
necessary permits and permissions in respect of public 
collections.

GENERAL
2.  Irish Hospice Foundation has appointed Irish Cycling 

Safaris Limited to organise accommodation (on a shared 
basis), logistics, transportation, first aid and guides for  
the Event and accepts no liability for any loss or damages 
howsoever arising or for cancellation of the Event for any 
reason.

3.  Irish Hospice Foundation has no control over the 
organisation and running of the Event and all participants 
take part at their own risk. 

4. The Irish Hospice Foundation can arrange flights to 
and from the Event for the convenience of Participants. 
All flights booked by the Irish Hospice Foundation are 
booked through a third-party transport provider, with 
no affiliation to the Irish Hospice Foundation, and the 
Irish Hospice Foundation has no control over the price, 
chartering or scheduling of the flights. The Irish Hospice 
Foundation cannot accept liability for any delay in a 
Participant’s travel arrangements from or to Ireland 
whether the cancellation or delay is caused by adverse 
weather conditions, rescheduling by a transport provider, 
port authority, mechanical breakdown or industrial action.

5.  Irish Hospice Foundation has no control over what 
happens on the Event and is, therefore, under no liability 
in contract, negligence, or otherwise for any matter 
occurring during the Event or for any loss or damage 
sustained by any Participant during those dates. Any 
complaint must be notified directly to Irish Cycling 
Safaris Limited within 14 days of the end of the Event, in 
accordance with Irish Cycling Safaris Limited’s Booking 
Conditions, as set out in clause 19 below.

6.  The total liability of Irish Hospice Foundation to a 
Participant under or in connection with this these terms 
and conditions (the “Participant Terms and Conditions”) 
or the Event, whether arising from breach of contract, tort 
(including negligence) or otherwise, shall be limited to a 
total aggregate amount of €75. Irish Hospice Foundation 
shall not be liable to a Participant for any indirect or 
consequential loss or damage.

7.  These Participant Terms and Conditions should be read 
in conjunction with the Irish Hospice Foundation’s 
Privacy Notice which is available on our website, https://
hospicefoundation.ie/privacy-policy/

8.  These Participant Terms and Conditions, and all matters 
arising from them, will be subject to Irish law and the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the Irish Courts.

REGISTRATION FEES AND DONATIONS
9.  To secure your place you will need to: Fill in and return 

the enclosed registration form by 31st March 2022 along 
with your €300 deposit payment. By 1st April 2022 the 
balance of costs, €1,200 must be paid to secure your place 
on the trip. On or before 1 May 2022 you must have 
raised and paid €1,000 of Sponsorship. On or before 

1 July 2022 you must have raised remaining €1,000 
sponsorship. This brings your minimum total €2000, 
otherwise you jeopardise your place on the trip.

10.  If you are unable to obtain the minimum target amount 
of sponsorship (€2000) you are liable to forfeit your place 
on the Event and your non-refundable registration fee 
of €300; donations will only be refunded directly to the 
donor, upon written request by the donor.

11.  You must make it clear to all your prospective sponsors 
that €1,500 of the €3,500 comprises the cost of 
registration and participation in the Event.

12.  Should Irish Hospice Foundation cancel the Event, 
the registration fee of €300 will be refundable to you; 
donations will only be refunded directly to the donor, 
upon written request by the donor.

13.  Should you not be able to take up your place on the 
Event, donations and registration fees will not be 
refundable to you; donations will only be refunded 
directly to the donor, upon written request by the donor.

14.  All funds raised in the name of Irish Hospice Foundation 
in connection with the Event must be paid as soon as 
practicable to Irish Hospice Foundation.

SAFETY RULES
15.  Safety approved cycling helmets are compulsory.
16.  You may not deviate from the official route.
17.  You are to obey the local traffic regulations, traffic officers 

and authorised marshals at all times.
18.  You may not use your mobile phone or a personal music 

system while cycling.

IRISH CYCLING SAFARIS LTD BOOKING CONDITIONS
19.  Irish Cycling Safaris Ltd (the “Company” or “we”) accepts 

bookings subject to the following conditions:

 Passport, Visas, Vaccinations 
 Each Participant is responsible for arranging and must 

be in possession of a valid passport and any visa required 
for the whole of their journey. Information about these 
matters or related items (climate, clothing, baggage, 
personal gear etc.) is given in good faith but without 
responsibility on the Company.  It is the responsibility 
of each Participant to check if visas or vaccinations are 
required to travel.  

 Insurance & Cancellation Insurance
 Travel insurance is mandatory for all Participants during 

the Event organised by the Company. Participants 
participate in the Event solely at their own risk and 
bring the Participant’s personal property, including 
baggage, on the Event at their own risk. Participants are 
wholly responsible for arranging their own insurance. 
Participants are responsible for ensuring that they are 
in possession of private travel insurance with protection 
for the full duration of the Event in respect of at least 
medical expenses, injury, death, repatriation, cancellation 
and curtailment, with adequate cover (“Travel Insurance”). 
Participants should ensure that there are no exclusion 
clauses limiting protection for the type of activities 

Terms and Conditions



included in the Event. Participants should satisfy themselves 
that any Travel Insurance arranged through the Company is 
what they require and should arrange supplementary insurance 
if need be. Participants will be deemed to have read the 
insurance cover.

 Ground arrangements during the Event are fully insured 
through the Company.

 Itinerary
 While we endeavour to follow our itinerary there may be 

exceptional circumstances when this is not possible. We reserve 
the right to cancel or modify the itinerary as necessary. Due to 
the nature of the trip arrangements have to be planned well in 
advance, so changes may have to be made and the Company 
reserves the right to do this. Should a material change be 
necessary the Company will inform you as soon as reasonably 
possible. A material change includes, for example, a significant 
change of destination or route time by more than 12 hours.

 Medical Form
 Prior to the Event you will be asked to complete a medical 

questionnaire. If you are over 60 years of age or if you have any 
medical condition that could be adversely affected by exercise, 
particularly a heart condition or asthma, you must provide 
the Company with a medical certificate from your doctor. By 
signing this form, you are confirming that, to the best of your 
knowledge, your general state of health is good and that you 
take full responsibility for your health and personal wellbeing.

 Minimum Age
 Participants must be over the age of 18 on the day of departure. 

The Company reserves the right to refuse participation to 
anyone at any time without having to disclose the reason.

 Challenge Participation
 We accept your booking on the understanding that you realise 

the hazards involved in this type of event, including injury 
or death, disease, loss or damage to property, and that you 
come on the Event at your own risk. We accept no liability for 
any injury resulting from the hazards of cycling or any other 
activity included in the itinerary, or for any other mishaps to 
you or your property, and in particular as a consequence of 
strikes, wars, riots, sickness or other such happenings. Any 
independent travel arrangements that you make are also at your 
own risk. While on the Event, illegal behaviour or conduct 
considered unsuitable will not be tolerated and could result in 
the Participant being asked to leave the Event with no refund. 
The decision to participate in the Event or parts therein lies 
with each Participant. You must adhere to current public health 
guidance at the time of the Event. Masks, if required, are your 
responsibility and the Company cannot be responsible for 
ensuring all others around you are wearing them.

 Equipment
 Participants taking their own equipment on the Event are 

responsible for any charges for transportation levied by the 
transport provider, including excess baggage. You must wear a 
helmet on this trip. Participants are responsible for ensuring 
that their bike is in a suitable condition for participation 
in an event of this nature. The Company will endeavour to 
accommodate Participants, but cannot guarantee that correct 
tools and spares will be available. Participants will be expected 
to pay for any spares they require during this trip.

 The Company cannot accept responsibility for loss or 
damage of any kind to your bicycle during the Event. 
If you have concerns regarding your individual bike you 
should consider appropriate bicycle insurance. During the 
course of the Event, your bicycle remains your exclusive 
responsibility. Every reasonable effort will be made by the 
Company to provide suitable overnight storage for your 
bicycle, however no liability can be taken by the Company 
regarding accidental damage, theft, improper maintenance 
etc. of your bicycle.

 If your bicycle is being transported by the Company 
during the Event you must clearly label it and make it 
available to the driver at the agreed date/time. In the 
event that your bicycles is not clearly labelled by you or 
made available in accordance with a prior arrangement, 
then your bicycle cannot be collected or returned by the 
Company.

 Any other of your personal items, excluding bicycles 
transported by prior agreement during the Event, 
remaining at the end of the Event that are not collected 
by you will be disposed of by the Company. This includes 
cycling shoes, jackets, helmets and any other items, 
regardless of value or personal attachment.

 If you have a complaint
 Should you have a complaint about any of the Event 

arrangements, you must tell both the relevant supplier 
and the Company’s representative whilst on the Event or 
within 14 days of the end of the Event. It is only if the 
Company and the relevant supplier know about problems 
that there will be the opportunity to put things right.

 Delays
 The timings of road, ferry or flight departures are 

estimates only. We cannot accept liability for any delay in 
your travel in your travel arrangements from or to Ireland 
whether the cancellation or delay is caused by adverse 
weather conditions rescheduling by transport provider, 
port authority, mechanical breakdown or industrial 
action. Where long delays result in lost challenge time, 
no refunds are given by hotels or suppliers. Similarly, 
transport providers do not offer compensation for delays. 

 This Event is conceived and operated by Irish Cycling 
Safaris Ltd. Irish Cycling Safaris Ltd, Harbour Square, 4 
Crofton Rd, Dún Laoghaire, Dublin.

WAIVER
20.  Participants hereby acknowledge that they take part in the 

Event and all functions and events related thereto at their 
own risk. Participants hereby agree for themselves, their 
executors, administrators, heirs, next of kin, successors and 
assigns to waive release and discharge and to neither have 
not institute any claims whatsoever against Irish Hospice 
Foundation or the Company. This waiver covers death, 
disability, personal injury, damage to and loss of property 
of a participant and is effective whether or not such death, 
injury, damage or loss may have been caused directly 
or indirectly or wholly or partly by any act or omission 
including negligence, of Irish Hospice Foundation or 
the Company or their respective servants, agents and 
contractors and will bind the heirs, executors and/or 
trustees of the estate of a participant.

21.  We are delighted that Paul Kimmage is supporting us.  
We cannot, however, guarantee his participation.10Cycle 
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FLIGHT DETAILS

OUT SUN 26 June EI 432 Dublin 07:00

SAT 02 July FR 1455
Milan
Malpensa Dublin 20:20RETURN

Please see size chart and tick size req.

Size S M    L XL    XXL 3XL   4XL

Are you planning on taking the flight out with us on Sunday 26th June?

Yes No

If you are not flying with us you must inform IHF before the 31st March 2022.

If you are travelling separately from the group you are responsible for your own
accommodation for the extra nights and your flight(s). We will be happy to provide
you with the name and details of the relevant hotel.

Signed: ______________________________________   Date: ________________

XS

Are you planning on taking the return flight with us on Saturday 2nd July?

Yes No

PAYMENT DETAILS

I enclose a cheque for the amount of €300 made payable to Irish
Hospice Foundation 

Please charge €300 to my 

(Tick as appropriate)
Card Number 

____________________________________________________________________

Exp Date CVV No

____________________________________________________________________

Name on Card 

____________________________________________________________________

Address Of Cardholder

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

VISA         MASTERCARD         Debit card   

JERSEY SIZE CHART 
XS S XLLM 3XL 4XLXXL

HEIGHT cm   169 – 176   172 – 176   175 – 179   178 -182    181 – 185   184 – 188    187 -191     190 – 193

CHEST cm      69-96        92 -96        96 – 100    100 -104   104 -108    108 -112      112 – 116    116 -120

PLEASE NOTE: All accommodation will be shared

Do you have a preference for who you wish to share with? 

Yes No   Please specify name__________________________________

There are a limited number of rooms available at a supplementary cost of €325.
If you wish to have a single room and are happy to pay this supplement please
tick the following box.   

We will endevour to accommodate each single room request but as there is  
limited availability they will be handled on a first come first served basis.

PERSONAL DETAILS

Title ________________________________________________

Name(s) ________________________________________________

Surname ________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Date of Birth (must be over 18) __________________________________

Sex (M/F) ________________________________________________

Phone (day) ________________________________________________

Phone (mob) ________________________________________________

Email address ________________________________________________

NEXT OF KIN

Title ________________________________________________

Name(s) ________________________________________________

Surname ________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Relationship ________________________________________________

Phone (day) ________________________________________________

Phone (mob) ________________________________________________

PASSPORT DETAILS

NB: Passport must be valid for 6 months after date of travel

Name (as on passport) _________________________________________

Passport Number _________________________________________

Expiry Date _________________________________________

Place of Issue _________________________________________

Date of Issue _________________________________________

Nationality _________________________________________

Country of Residence _________________________________________

INSURANCE

Do You have travel insurance*  Yes No

* Travel insurance is Mandatory. Clients are responsible for ensuring that they are in
possession of private Travel Insurance with protection for the full duration of the tour
in respect of at least medical expenses, injury, death, repatriation, cancellation and
curtailment, with adequate cover.

I have read and agree to abide by the Rules and Regulations in the 
accompanying event brochure which I understand may change from time to 
time and be posted on the web site www.hospicefoundation.ie. In particular, I 
have read and agree to the terms of the Waiver at clause 16.

Milan Linate 10:35

18:55

Do you have any special dietary requirements?    Yes No

If yes, please give details. Please note we can only cater for allergies not preferences

____________________________________________________________________

Registration form
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM IN BLOCK CAPITALS AS CLARITY IS ESSENTIAL 
WHEN MAKING FLIGHT BOOKINGS

   During the fundraising time before the cycle your fellow cyclists 
may wish to contact you. If you agree to have your email shared with 
the other cyclists ONLY please tick the following box 

All information on Irish Hospice Foundation Cycle Challenge 2022 
is correct at time of going to press.

Participation in the cycle is at the sole discretion of Irish Hospice 
Foundation. Please return your completed registration form to 
Louise McCarron, Irish Hospice Foundation, 32 Nassau Street, 
Dublin 2, and Ireland. Louise can be contacted on (01)6793188 or 
louise.mccarron@hospicefoundation.ie 

Irish Hospice Foundation
Morrison Chambers,
32 Nassau Street, Dublin 2,

D02 YE06

hospicefoundation.ie
info@hospicefoundation.ie
#IHFcycle2022 Registered Charity Number 20013554



hospicefoundation.ie

Cycle 
 Challenge

https://hospicefoundation.ie/
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